Abstract-To solve rehabilitation evaluation problem of rehabilitation training, rehabilitation evaluation method based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation was presented for 6-DOF wearable lower limb rehabilitation robot. Relative degradation degree was introduced to represent the transformation of the actual state of rehabilitation training and the very poor rehabilitation; Membership functions of relative degradation degrees for the rest of the quantitative and qualitative indicators were built by using the fuzzy statistical test method and fuzzy distribution. On the basis, Rehabilitation evaluation model was built based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, each layer of which was evaluated respectively, and suggests rehabilitation evaluation results of a lower limb rehabilitation robot. The instance analysis shows that the method is reasonable and effective.
INTRODUCTION
A lower limb rehabilitation robot is an important branch of a rehabilitation medical robot, developed by the motor nerve rehabilitation treatment technology in recent years [1] , which has become a research hotspot in the field of robot. Rehabilitation evaluation is an important part in rehabilitation process, and to assist a rehabilitation doctor acquire a patient's rehabilitation level based on the current information collection and analysis comparing with standard medical health. The problems of traditional rehabilitation 1 evaluation method are simple measures, processing result simply and single evaluation conclusion [2] . It is difficult to accurately reflect the real patients' recovery level because of Human factors, and various evaluation factors are not weighted and ordered, so the evaluation results can't reflect the rehabilitation level of step-by-step, and there is no Supported by The Fund of Sichuan provincial key laboratories( No. NJ2012-12) difference after rehabilitation therapy [3, 4] , which causes negative rehabilitation therapy psychology. This paper presents a lower limb rehabilitation robot rehabilitation evaluation method, the rehabilitation evaluation indicator model is built based on fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, and the calculation of the rehabilitation evaluation is accomplished, so as to realize the real time of rehabilitation training mode change of a lower limb rehabilitation robot, and maximize the scientific treatment of the patient's limb correctly.
II. SELECTIONS OF THE REHABILITATION EVALUATION

FACTORS
To reflect truly the rehabilitation work state of the lower limb rehabilitation robot, considering the maneuverability of which, this paper choices six variables based on joint range of motion, muscle strength, muscle tension, motion control, reflex activity and the surface muscle signal. Fig.1 shows the hierarchical evaluation indicator system of the lower limb rehabilitation robot rehabilitation evaluation. Fig.1 shows the analysis diagram of a lower limb rehabilitation robot rehabilitation evaluation factor, which is hierarchical evaluation indicator system of rehabilitation, the target layer can be divided into four evaluation projects:
III. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FUZZY COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MODEL
A. Establishment of the evaluation indicator system
, the project layer is divided into the next level component, which is the last level of indicator layer. For example, joint mobility can be divided into:
B. Establishment of evaluation set
On the basis of the evaluation indicator system of rehabilitation, rehabilitation evaluation of the limb , , , 
The same fuzzy evaluation matrix of the indicator layer and project layer can be obtained, finally can get all the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation matrix of project layer 
Determination of the weights of evaluation factors at different levels After rehabilitation evaluation system is established, the corresponding weights are given by the level indicators and the relative importance. On basis of expert consultation, the various indicators of the complex system are divided into interconnected orderly arrangement by AHP .Considering that the research of the lower limb rehabilitation robot in our country is still in early stages, to obtain a clear recovery evaluation results is more difficult. So the aid of expert experience is needed, and to assign various indicators is by the analytic hierarchy process, as shown in Table 1 .
Using the data in table 1 by the improved method [5] , the optimal transfer matrix is calculated and meets the consistency requirements. The relative weight of each purpose component indicator weight can be directly calculated. The calculation results is as shown in table 2.
To reflect the actual situation of the lower limb rehabilitation robot rehabilitation evaluation, the weighted average model of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation [6] is chosen. Expression is:
IV. ESTABLISHMENT OF MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF THE INDICATORS LAYER
A. Membership function of joint range of motion
A fuzzy distribution method is used for the quantitative data of the indicators [7] .The triangular membership function is relatively simple, and other complex subordinate function results is smaller difference [8] .so the triangle and half trapezoid distribution function is chosen, and establish membership function of each indicator for different conditions as shown in figure 2 .
B. Determination of membership degrees of Muscle, muscle tension ,motion control and reflex activity
A fuzzy statistical method is adopted based on the expert investigation: the experts on the basis of evaluation objects and the evaluation indicator is given, determine the membership degree of each evaluation factor and single factor evaluation matrix is obtained.
the number of evaluation experts Membership=
The total number of eligible experts Table 1 Weights of every indicator assigned by experts From the membership degree of overall performance, the membership degrees respectively well and bad condition are 0.2991 and 0.354, "verywell" condition is significantly higher than "bad" condition. Comparing with the actual situation, as rehabilitation training, the patient's limb will recover gradually and presents a step by step, until achieve medical health standard. So the rehabilitation evaluation method is reasonable and effective.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Example analysis indicates that the established fuzzy evaluation model of lower limb rehabilitation robot rehabilitation evaluation is objectively accurate quantitative evaluation, and good operability, which can provide reference basis for patients in rehabilitation training. Combined with rehabilitation medicine knowledge and robot technology, rehabilitation evaluation of rehabilitation robot system is established will be an important research direction of the future development of rehabilitation robots, which will improve the patient's quality of rehabilitation training.
